The vast majority of content published by OASPA Members is Fully OA and CC BY. 75% of publisher members are fully open access. Over half don’t charge fees to authors.

We have seen a twentyfold increase in open access output over the past decade and a very rapid acceleration in the past few years. However,...

10 publishers account for 83% of the content, most are APC-based
But the long tail is VERY long

- Most publishers are small
- Infrastructures are important
- Publishing has costs
- Sustainability can be viewed in different ways

How many publishers are your researchers publishing with?

How many publishers and infrastructures do you support?

What are you sustaining?...

List of members at: https://oaspa.org/membership/members/
An equitable future for open access

“Our mission is to encourage and enable open access as the predominant model of communication for scholarly outputs.”

• But *how* we reach our mission is important - aiming for achieving **access** alone isn’t enough. Everyone should be able to **participate**.

• Maintaining a diversity of approaches is crucial
  - Preprints, ‘Publish, Review, Curate’
  - Funder/national platforms (e.g. J-STAGE, La Referencia, ORE)
  - Institution-based publishing
  - Small(er) publishers
  - No author fees:
    Collective models, Subscribe to Open

• Editorial integrity matters

https://oaspa.org
claire.redhead@oaspa.org